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A. STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

The total number of candidates who registered to sit for Business Studies was 147 of these registrations, 80 

opted for Paper IIA and 67 opted for Paper IIB.  

Table 1 shows the distribution of grades for the Main 2019 session of the examination 

 

GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 U ABS TOTAL 

PAPER A 3 7 9 20 16 - - 24 1 80 

PAPER B - - - 9 17 8 10 14 9 67 

TOTAL 3 7 9 29 33 8 10 38 10 147 

% OF TOTAL 2.0 4.8 6.1 19.7 22.4 5.4 6.8 25.9 6.8 100.0 

Table 1: Distribution of grades for Business Studies 2019 Main Session 

B. GENERAL REMARKS 

General Remarks on Coursework 

The examiners moderated a total of 28 projects in 4 state and church schools.  

The following remarks reflect comments made by the moderators: 

1. Most projects were well planned, providing table of content, a division into chapters, illustrations with 

captions, and a bibliography. 

2. Some projects, however, had limited discussion and analysis of the information.  The research presented 

by a number of candidates illustrates poor knowledge of the theme. 

General Remarks on the Written Examination 

The following comments summarise general weaknesses found, the rectification of which, will assist 

candidates when these areas are examined in future examinations.  Although the English language plays a 

central role in today's working environment, many candidates are still struggling to communicate correctly.   

Paper I consists of eight compulsory questions.  Paper IIA and Paper IIB have one compulsory question, a 

case study, and five other questions from which candidates answer any three questions 

C. COMMENTS ON PAPER I AND PAPER II 

Paper I 

Question 1  

Many candidates confused the definition of the terms opportunity cost with that of scarcity especially those 

sitting for paper IIB (1a).  The relationship between scarcity and the allocation of resources (1b) was either 

not answered or answered incorrectly.  Very few candidates understood the term allocation of resources, 

and even fewer candidates could correctly relate it to scarcity.  Generally, candidates correctly identified 

two main business objectives (1c) but failed to provide correct reasons for the growth of Malta’s tertiary 

sector (1d).  A number of candidates listed improved technology and the development of the gaming industry 

and these replies were accepted as correct.  
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Question 2 

Questions (a), (b), and (d) were answered very poorly by most of the candidates.  It is clear that candidates 

are not preparing themselves well enough in this area of study.  The answers provided show that many 

candidates lack the basic knowledge in relation to trade gap and balance of payments.  Candidates could, 

however correctly distinguish between exports and imports (2d). 

Question 3 

Paper IIB candidates performed poorly in all parts of the question.  Paper IIA candidates, generally, answered 

correctly the questions relating to the centralisation and delegation of authority (3c) and nationalisation and 

privatisation(3d).  However, many candidates did not answer correctly the questions relating to government-

owned business organisations and “Public-Private Partnership” (3a and 3b).   

Question 4 

Most of the candidates could not explain the term business ethics (4a) and globalisation (4d).  Nonetheless 

many provided correct examples of ethical and unethical business practices at the place of work (4b).  Many 

candidates listed at least one correct reason why businesses need to adapt to a changing environment (4c).   

Question 5 

A good number of candidates correctly named four of the seven Ps of the marketing mix (5a) and correctly 

distinguished between income and expenditure (5c).   There were some good answers for the consequences 

of inefficient inventory control (5d).  However, most of the candidates had very limited knowledge on 

internal and external sources of finance available to a public limited company (5b).  

Question 6 

This question had very few good answers.  Most of the candidates did not give satisfactory explanation to 

the terms minimum wage and statutory benefits (6a); could not distinguish between arbitration and 

conciliation (6b); and did not identify benefits of joining employers’ associations (6d).  Some good answers 

were given to reasons for the reduction of the number of employees (6c).  

Question 7 

A good number of candidates answered most of this question correctly.  Parts (a), (b) and (c) were questions 

on the topic of communication and the replies illustrate that candidates are generally well prepared in this 

area of study.  Part (d) required candidates to evaluate the importance of having an efficient production 

manager.  In this question the correct answers were fewer. 

Question 8 

Most of the candidates did not know the role of pressure groups and the roles of the organisations referred 

to in the question, with the exception of Jobsplus.  
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 Paper IIA  

Question 1 

This case study examined different areas of study and assessed various learning skills from knowledge to 

higher learning skills, requiring candidates to analyse and evaluate the information provided.  The overall 

performance was satisfactory even though some candidates had difficulty in expressing themselves in 

writing.  Part (j) requiring candidates to mention two ethical considerations Nestle` should take into account 

when marketing its products was the most question that was answered incorrectly.   Part (f), carrying the 

most marks (5), was answered correctly by most of the candidates listing both advantages of large scale 

business and objectives a business might pursue.  

 Question 2 

Most of the candidates correctly defined communication and listed a number of uses of communication.  A 

number of candidates did not list the required four uses of communication.  Marks were mainly lost in parts 

(c) and (d) as candidates either failed to list three communication patterns or did not explain these patterns 

correctly.  Some candidates failed to mention possible consequences of ineffective communication. Most 

candidates discussed what will happen if there is inefficient communication rather than an actual 

consequence, but marks were also allocated when the reasons or examples given were relevant. 

Question 3 

Many candidates had difficulty in part (3c).  In question (3d), many candidates provided the advantages and 

disadvantages from the investor’s point of view and not from the company’s perspective.  Generally, parts 

(3a) and (3b) were answered correctly. 

Question 4 

Most candidates choosing this question performed well gaining satisfactory marks.  The main difficulties 

were related to the functions of the Human Resource Department.  Few candidates, however, scored very 

low marks in all parts of the question. 

Question 5 

The answers to this question show that candidates are insufficiently prepared to answer accounting 

questions.  Very few gained all the marks for any part of the question displaying limited understanding on 

aspects like budgets, break-even and accounting ratios.  Surprisingly, the basic question asking candidates 

why a business may earn a gross profit and then have a net loss was answered incorrectly by most of the 

candidates.   

Question 6 

Part (a) of the question relating to the barter system was well answered by many candidates.  However, 

candidates lost many marks in all the other parts of the question.  Very few could list six functions of the 

Central Bank, and failed to establish the relationship between commercial banks and the Central Bank.  Few 

candidates suggested how the Office of Consumer Affairs helps consumers. 
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Paper IIB 

Question 1 

Candidates faired very poorly in the case study.  Only a handful of candidates scored satisfactory marks.   

Question 2 

The world bank question was generally well answered.  Most of the candidates provided poor answers for 

questions relating to wholesalers and retailers (2c) and (2d).  There were a few correct answers for the 

marketing question (2b).  

Question 3 

Most of the marks were gained from the word bank question even though many candidates had difficulties 

in choosing the correct term.  Most of the candidates had difficulties in answering the other parts of the 

question relating to job and batch costing, inventory control and location of a business. 

Question 4 

This question was also answered poorly.  Very few candidates were prepared to answer questions related 

to population and employment. 

Question 5 

Only the word bank question was answered correctly by many candidates.  All other parts of the question 

were very poorly answered by most of the candidates. 

Question 6 

Candidates performed better in this question.  The question mainly examined candidates on the topic of 

communication and generally, they were well prepared.  Candidates also gained marks in part (a) of the 

question. 

 

D. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

 

The examiners emphasise the need to practise past examination papers.  Working past examination papers 

will ensure that candidates are well prepared in all areas of the syllabus and are adequately prepared to 

complete the tasks in the allocated time.   

 

 

Chairperson 

Examination Panel 2019 

  

 

 
 


